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Abstract
A new approach is needed to test particle filters for retrofitting Diesel engines. Considering the toxicity of the
particles as also the physical and chemical attributes of particle filters, the optimal scheme is to test the components
themselves independent of the deployment. That scheme ensures the highest effectiveness with least effort. It also
enables evaluation of worst-case situations and assesses the hazards of secondary emissions. The Swiss standard SNR
277 205, which mandates the VERT test procedure, is a first step in that direction.
The solution is derived from the physics of the filter media. The filtration of fine particles essentially depends on
the particle size and the space velocity. The attributes of the emitting engine are only insignificantly relevant. Hence,
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the physics and chemistry of particle filters can be investigated independent of the engine and its deployment duty.
This concept facilitates a very thorough investigation of the size-dependent filtration, aging susceptibility, secondary
emissions and extreme situations. Filter systems, which pass this detailed test, perform equally well in every retrofit
configuration. This filter test concept was implemented 1998 in the VERT project and is successful for assessing
retrofitting [4]. VERT approved filter systems are already deployed in the Low Emission Zones of Europe, North and
South America.
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1. Introduction
Diminishing the emission of solid particles from combustion engines is a primary objective in
combating air pollution [1]. The combustion particles also cause global warming more seriously
than CO2 [2]. Improving new vehicles alone cannot yield rapid results. Filter retrofitting is
imperative and feasible [3]. The retrofit task confronts a number of challenges. These include:
a range of engine sizes (10-3.000 kW), heterogeneous engineering designs, widely varying age and
operated hours, emission levels, application profiles, fleet composition and infrastructure. The aim
is a maximum curtailment of emitted particles with lowest costs and highest reliability. The
prerequisite is a new approach to filter testing and certification.
The solution is derived from the physics of the filter media. The filtration of fine particles
essentially depends on the particle size and the space velocity. The attributes of the emitting
engine are only insignificantly relevant. Hence, the physics and chemistry of particle filters can be
investigated independent of the engine and its deployment duty. This concept facilitates a very
thorough investigation of the size-dependent filtration, aging susceptibility, secondary emissions
and extreme situations. Filter systems, which pass this detailed test, perform equally well in every
retrofit configuration. This filter test concept was implemented 1998 in the VERT project and is
successful for assessing retrofitting [4]. VERT approved filter systems are already deployed in the
Low Emission Zones of Europe, North and South America.
2. Objective
Occupational health specialists have studied the toxicity of ultrafine particles for more than 100
years. Their recommendations were codified in the 1959 Johannesburg Convention [5]. Extremely
toxic are the particles intruding into the lung. Larger particles, which are always naturally present,
are intercepted in the upper respiratory paths. The body then expels these larger particles rapidly
via the mucus and cilia. The new manmade particles < 1 m, however massively intrude into the
fine pulmonary alveoli, which do not have the cleansing mechanism. There the ultrafine particles
can almost unrestrained penetrate the very thin membranes into the blood circulation. Thus the
ultrafine particles are transported throughout the body and can even cross the blood/brain and
placenta barriers [1, 7].
Consequently, it is crucial to consider the particle size in evaluating particle emissions and the
methods to diminish particle emissions. Beside the size, the particle morphology and its solubility
are important. Particles, which rapidly dissolve in aqueous ambience, are correspondingly diluted
in the body. But insoluble particles retain their toxicity and thus intensify their chronic impact. The
morphology is relevant when further toxic substances are deposited on the surface and transported
into the body. Soot is mostly inert and insoluble. The deposited substances are mainly PAH
(Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons). This is a “Trojan horse” effect. Both substance categories
are classified carcinogenic. Hence, there is no tolerable threshold. The law requires using the Best
Available Technology BAT. It is important to distinguish between soluble and insoluble particles,
to investigate the existence of accompanying substances and strive for maximum filtration efficacy
according to technically rational criteria.
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Fig. 1. Fine-particles filtration (as a function of diameter) in the nose, bronchia and alveoli [Source: Helmholz
Institute, Munich]

3. Characteristics of particle emissions from utility vehicle engines
Diesel engine emissions of solid particles (“solid” as defined [9] in UN-ECE) display
a surprising uniformity (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2. Particle concentration spectra in the undiluted exhaust-gas

Left chart for 3 utility engines [16]. Right chart for 4 cars [15].
The plots create the impression that the particles are of different diameters. That is not true. Soot
particles are formed as almost same sized “primary particles” [10] of density about 2.4 g/cm3 and BET
surface 150 – 200 m2/g. The detected larger particles are agglomerates of these primary particles.
After particles enter the atmosphere, dilution prevents further agglomeration. Nevertheless,
black smoke is sometimes seen at the tail-pipe. This is because of temporary deposition and
aggregation, in the exhaust system, of particles that are subsequently emitted at other operating
conditions. This store-and-release behaviour predominates in open filter systems [11].
When bimodal distributions of solid particles occur (Fig. 6), then the cause is usually tiny
clusters of heavy metal oxides. These originate from lubrication oil or re-nucleation of abraded
metal particles [13].
4. Physical attributes of soot particle filters
The classic construction of the particle filter is the ceramic cell filter. The exhaust-gas is
filtered through the porous walls of cells closed at alternate ends. This concept offers a large filter
surface in a compact canning volume. The wall through-flow velocity is a few cm/s. The cell walls
have an open pore structure and the pore size is optimally about 10 m. Alternative designs are
filter membranes of ceramic or metallic fibres, or metallic powders that are sintered to pored
structures. Fibre deep filters, electric filter concepts or flow dynamic concepts are yet
unsuccessful.
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To filter particles in the given size range, deflection effects are ineffective. More functional are
impaction and diffusion. Those transport the particles from the flow to the filter surface, where the
van der Waal forces firmly bind the particles. Fig. 3 shows [6] the effects of impaction and
diffusion dependent on the through-flow velocity and the particle size. In the size range above
200 nm, impaction dominates the filtration. Diffusion prevails for smaller particles. Inertia causes
impaction. Diffusion mainly depends on mobility. The diffusion velocity of a 100 nm particle is
only about 30 m/s. Hence, during its wall traverse, it only moves about 1 m closer to the cell
wall. This explains the importance of low through-flow velocity and fine pored structures. Canal
structures, e.g. so-called particle oxidation catalytic converters, cannot therefore attain high
filtration efficiency. No matter how fine the pores are, the new filter structure must collect a light
soot deposition, before the filtration efficiency achieves high values. Good filters are sooted within
a few minutes. Filter media, which do not form a filter cake, require much longer attaining full
efficiency (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Filtration efficiency, due to diffusion and impaction, as a function of particle diameter and drag velocity.
Hinds [6]

Fig. 4. Filtration efficiency as a function of soot burden and pore size
Source: Haus der Technik “Minimierung der Partikelemissionen 2005

Filtration is unsatisfactory when filter cake never forms, i.e. no essentially membrane-like
separation occurs but only soot is deposited in the depth of the filter medium. The accumulated
soot gradually agglomerates. The consequent flow drag can cause the agglomerate to detach.
Hence, deep filters exhibit decreasing filtration efficiency as the soot burden increases. In contrast,
wall-flow filters form a filter cake and the filtration rate increases with soot burden [14]. The
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filtration principle therefore never has a constant response. Filtration efficiency and pressure loss
vary with the soot burden; i.e. the response of the burdened and clean filter can be completely
different. Hence, the pertinent attributes must be tested. When store-and-release phenomena occur,
typically for partial flow filters and so-called open filters, then the response is stochastic and
uncontrolled.
The filtration characteristic of soot filters, dependent on particle size, can exhibit completely
different trends. See Fig. 5 for four comparative examples.
5. Chemical attributes of filter structures
Filter media must be functional surface-rich structures capable to bind and deposit large
quantities of soot (10 g/Litre filter volume). Catalytic effects, due to coating or fuel additives, can
transform the filter into a chemical reactor, which synthesizes new compounds from the engine
originating gaseous reactants. The NOx does not nitrate the particle-bound PAH to form highly
mutagenous nitro-PAH. However, copper in coatings or fuel additives result in intensive formation
of dioxins and furans, and the even minor (10 ppm) chlorine content in the fuel can escalate the
quantity of the very toxic substances by 3 – 4 orders of magnitude [18].

Fig. 5. Penetration characteristic of two wall-flow filters having pore size 10 m and 20 m. Also shown are results
for an open filter (PMS) in the regenerated and burdened state [16]. Penetration is defined as the ratio of
outlet particles to inlet particles. Penetration is thus 1 – filtration efficiency

Obviously, the filter is potentially a chemical reactor. Hence, the filter must be carefully tested
to ascertain that no toxic compounds are formed. Many countries mandate such verification in the
secondary emission tests of the emission legislation [19]. Secondary emissions also include those
substances specifically produced to promote filter soot burn-off, e.g. NO2.
6. Filter regeneration processes
Regeneration designates the continuous or discontinuous, the passive or actively triggered
burn-off of the deposited soot [20]. For the emission oriented testing of filter systems, it is
important to determine whether during regeneration any reactions occur that increase the emission
of toxic substances. The emissions must be tested under realistic regeneration situations, during
which the principal toxic components are dynamically measured. There is a European Directive
[21], on legislated toxic substances emitted.
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Fig. 6. Bimodal particle distribution, on adding Octimax (a metal-organic fuel-borne catalyst) to standard fuel, with
and without filter

7. Metal oxide particles from ash and abrasion
All engines, not only Diesel engines, emit metal oxide particles. These are small, almost
insoluble and essentially more toxic than the soot particles of Diesel engines. Metal oxides have
a higher surface reactivity [22]. Metal oxides are more toxic than has been recognized in the
legislation. To ensure that these pollutants are not emitted at the tail-pipe, the filter test must also
include a size-specific trace metal analysis.
8. Fuel consumption
There are consequences if the back-pressure of the particle filter exceeds the pressure loss of
the muffler it replaces. The increased pump work diminishes the power output and raises the fuel
consumption. The fuel penalty for utility vehicles is below 2%, if the filter is designed compliant
with VERT rules, for a back-pressure not exceeding 200 mbar [4]. The influence of the diminished
soot emissions is several times that of CO2 [2]. Hence, the slightly higher CO2 emissions, due to
the filter impedance, are less relevant.
9. Conflict of interests
The objective to minimize particle emissions clashes with practical constraints. These
include the space requirement, back-pressure penalty, system complexity, maintenance effort,
investments and operating costs. Filters can be made more compact by slightly increasing the
pore diameter of the filter walls. Thus at the same pressure loss, a higher space velocity is
feasible and the filter becomes smaller and cheaper. Such a filter facilitates impaction; i.e.
larger particles are better intercepted. However, smaller particles may escape. Such a filter
insufficiency is only detected, during testing, when the filtration efficiency is analyzed sizespecific.
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10. Unsuitable test concepts
Test concepts based on “Particulate Matter” = PM, i.e. the substance unspecific mass, are
misleading. PM contains not only solids, but also condensates including sulphur compounds,
which are hygroscopic and bind much water. Thus it is possible that a filter PM is measured,
which is greater than the PM without filter [23].
Also unsuitable are evaluations, based on the solid mass, but do not verify the particle size
classification.
Testing of dynamic cycles is not recommended. It is extremely complex to dependably
measure the size distribution. Filter theory and experience indicate that highly efficient filters are
equally successful in both transient and steady-state driving cycles. This is not true for partial flow
filters and so-called open filters, whose structures have a substantially higher flow velocity.
Test concepts having a filter conditioning, before the actual test measurement, are misleading.
It conceals both the influence of filter burden on the filtration response, which in reality is an
important aspect of filter suitability, and the store-and-release phenomena. Open systems or partial
flow filters may have regenerated during conditioning and thus deceptively better than they
actually are in realistic deployment.
Very suitable are classification concepts; e.g. those already employed for testing engine inlet
air filters, for oil filters, and for cabin filters [24].].
12. The test concept SNR 277 205 [20, 25]
In 1993, the occupational health authorities of Switzerland (SUVA), Austria (AUVA) and
Germany (TBG) were confronted with a difficult challenge. The WHO had in 1987 specified
limiting values for Diesel soot as EC+OC of 200 g/m3. This limit was not achievable without
very efficient exhaust after-treatment. The occupational hygienists issued an explicit specification.
They wanted the almost insoluble particles in the alveoli intruding size range diminished and
secondary emissions prevented. That requirement was the impetus for the VERT filter test
procedure, which was defined in 1998. After 10 years of successful use of this test procedure, for
various retrofit applications, it was defined as Swiss standard SNR 277 205.
Fig. 7 describes the multistage test procedure. It comprises a filtration test VFT1, a secondary
emission test VSET, a field test VFT2 after 2000 operating hours, and finally an engine rig test
VFT3 of the field proven filter. The filtration test is run on a steady-state test cycle, adapted from
ISO 8178, at 4 operating points. These are the rated RPM and RPM of highest torque, each at fullload and half-load. Essential is that the operating points, at highest through-flow and maximum
exhaust-gas temperature, correspond to the design point of the filter system with maximum space
velocity. At each operating point, the concentration of solid particles is determined at minimum 8
logarithmic equidistant size classes between 20 and 300 nm. “Solid” is according to the PMP [9]
definition, i.e. a sample heated to 300°C.
These measurements of the filtration attributes are done both on the new filter, and also on the
soot burdened filter before and after regeneration.
The measurements are enhanced with a temperature section to determine the NO2 formation
characteristic. Also done is a test according to the method of free acceleration. This includes
a filtration efficiency measurement of the particle count in this transient.
For comparison purposes, the particle mass PM is measured, too, according to the classical
method, as well as the occupational health oriented EC carbon mass [27]. Supplementary
measurements are the PAS and DC procedures [28]. Those determine the Fuchs surface and
precise determination of the fine particle content of the exhaust-gas. Both PAS and DC have
transient capabilities. PAS, DC and the size-specific particle analysis SMPS usually correlate very
well for evaluating the filtration efficiency. The EC measurement usually shows about 1% worse
values, due to the known systematic error of coulometry. The PM based filtration efficiency has
a lot of scatter, does not correlate and is not processed in the filter evaluation.
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Fig 7. VERT suitability test and field verification

VFT1 also includes the regeneration test. The test determines the risk of toxic emissions during
the regeneration. At maximum through-flow, the torque is increased till above the balance point to
also investigate the phases of rapid regeneration velocity.

Fig. 8. Regeneration cycle. Plotted are the torque (M) steps and the back-pressure ('p)

To determine the secondary emissions, the total ISO 8178 C1 cycle is run without
interruptions, to collect 200 minutes of exhaust samples, sufficient for detecting trace quantities of
very toxic substances. The sample is extracted without dilution from the exhaust-gas, whereby the
sample quantity is adjusted to the exhaust gas flow. The exhaust samples are collected in a glass
apparatus, which has a cooler, a condensate filtration, a filter and a two-stage absorber (XAD 2)
unit [18].
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Fig. 9. Sample extraction for secondary components

The sample is analyzed for at least PAH, Nitro-PAH, dioxin and furan contents. Other
compounds can be analyzed, too, if formation is suspected [19] [17]. This investigation of the
secondary emission not only reveals negative effects. The test also provides much information that
the particle filter not only intercepts solid particle but also efficiently traps 95% of the highly
carcinogenic PAH.
The field durability test VFT2 continuously logs the filter back-pressure and the temperature
ahead of the filter. The essential evaluation of this test is the analysis of the logged data. That
evidences whether the regeneration system performed dependably.
The concluding VFT3 test is essentially the same procedure as VFT1.
12. Benchmarks for evaluating modern particle filters
The targeted efficiencies for evaluating modern filters are evident from the progress achieved.

Fig. 10. Results of VERT particle filter tests. Filtration efficiency based on particle count after 2000 hours operation

Many filters have filtration rates exceeding 99.9%, albeit the directives [4] only require 97%.
However, not all filters attain this level. Those that only attain 95%, usually suffer store-andrelease.
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